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Abstract The any system for data repository is expected to produce quality service. The quality service in the sense to
remove duplicate data in the data repository. As the duplicates increases the computational time for processing to
increases the searching time in the repository. Lot of efforts is taken to prevent this duplicate and almost most of the
efforts gone in vain. Hence it is considered to apply the evolutionary algorithm based on the natural behavior. A new
genetic algorithm is given which prevents this duplication and de-duplication is carried out not merely by comparing
the data but by combining several different features extracted from data content. In this novel de-duplication scheme
the replicas are minimized to near perfection. Applied genetic programming approach which is capable of
automatically adapting the functions to a limit mentioned by us for fixed replica identification boundary. Due to this
enhanced feature the user is free from the burden of choosing the tuning parameter for identifying the duplicate. The
Genetic Programming approach is very expensive and computationally demanding task, so the PSO (Particle Swarm
Optimization) algorithm and ABC (Artificial Bee Colony) can be used. The PSO and ABC algorithm is implemented
in e-shopping application and thus provides better performance and accuracy than Genetic algorithm based
technique.
Keywords: Database administration, evolutionary computing, genetic algorithms, Particle Swarm Optimization and
Artificial Bee Colony.
1. Introduction
1.1 Genetic Programming
The genetic programming has been used, to remove the duplicate data from the data repository. So the original
data set only can store into the repository. Genetic programming based approach is able to automatically find suitable deduplication functions, even when the best set of evidence is not previously known. The proposed PSO (Particle Swarm
Optimization) Algorithm can be used it can provide better performance and accuracy than the Genetic algorithm based
technique. The preprocessing method is using for updating process into data set then the data can be viewed as this
updating process. Shopping cart is a very important feature used in e-commerce to assist people making purchases
online, similar to the US English term „shopping cart‟. The Business-to-Customer aspect of electronic commerce (ecommerce) is the most visible business use of the World Wide Web. The Primary goal of an e-commerce site is to sell
goods and services online. E-commerce is fast gaining ground as an accepted and used business paradigm. More and
more business houses are implementing web site providing functionality for performing commercial transactions over the
web. It is reasonable to say that the process of shopping on the web is becoming commonplace.
1.2 Particle Swarm Optimization
“A population based stochastic optimization technique” (Hu) It provides a population-based search procedure
Getting the best solution from the problem by taking particles and moving them around in the search space. The system
is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by updating generations. There is no
crossover and mutation. The particles fly through the problem space by following the current optimum particles. Easy to
perform. Few parameters to adjust Efficient in global search.
1.3 Artificial Bee Colony
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is one of the most recently defined algorithms.Motivated by the intelligent
behavior of honey bees. It is as simple as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Differential Evolution (DE)
algorithms, and uses only common control parameters such as colony size and maximum cycle number. ABC as an
optimization tool provides a population-based search procedure. Individuals called foods positions are modified by the
artificial bees with time and the bee‟s aim is to discover the places of food sources with high nectar amount and finally
the one with the highest nectar. Artificial bees fly around in a multidimensional search space and some (employed and
onlooker bees) choose food sources depending on the experience of themselves and their nest mates, and adjust their
positions. Some (scouts) fly and choose the food sources randomly without using experience. If the nectar amount of a
new source is higher than that of the previous one in their memory, they memorize the new position and forget the
previous one. Thus, ABC system combines local search methods, carried out by employed and onlooker bees, with
global search methods, managed by onlookers and scouts, attempting to balance exploration and exploitation process.
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2. Literature Survey
2.1 Role And Applications Of Genetic Algorithm In Data Mining
Data mining has as goal to extract knowledge from large databases. To extract this knowledge, a database may
be considered as a large search space, and a mining algorithm as a search strategy. In general, a search space consists of
an enormous number of elements, making an exhaustive search infeasible. Therefore, efficient search strategies are of
vital importance. Search strategies based on genetic-based algorithms have been applied successfully in a wide range of
applications. The suitability of genetic-based algorithms for data mining. To discuss the various application areas where
genetic Algorithm plays evolutionary role with data mining technique. A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that
mimics the process of natural evolution. This heuristic is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization and
search problems. Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EA), which generate solutions
to optimization problems using techniques inspired by natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and
crossover. Genetic algorithms find application in bioinformatics, phylogenetics, computational science, engineering,
economics, chemistry, manufacturing, mathematics, physics and other fields. [6]
2.2 Genetic Algorithm Based Data Mining Approach To E- Shopping
Shopping cart is a very important feature used in e-commerce to assist people making purchases online, similar
to the US English term „shopping cart‟. The Business-to-Customer aspect of electronic commerce (e-commerce) is the
most visible business use of the World Wide Web. The primary goal of an e-commerce site is to sell goods and services
online. E-commerce is fast gaining ground as an accepted and used business paradigm. More and more business houses
are implementing web site providing functionality for performing commercial transactions over the web. It is reasonable
to say that the process of shopping on the web is becoming common place. Shopping Cart feature allows online shopping
customers to “place” items in the cart. Upon “checkout” the software calculates as total for the order including shipping
and handling postage, packing and taxes, if applicable. The Shopping Cart is very important feature used in e-commerce
to assist people making purchases products online. It provides the user a catalog of different products available in the
system. In order to purchase a shopping cart is provided to the user. The shopping cart application has been developed to
allow business grows larger and faster. This site will let customers to view and order products online from any part of
the world. Under this website many products and services can be ordered. The shopping cart is expanded permanently
through new products and services in order to offer a product portfolio corresponding to the market.[7]
2.3 Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization is a new branch in evolutionary algorithms, which were inspired in group
dynamics and its synergy and were originated from computer simulations of the coordinated motions. Particles moving in
an n-dimensional space to search for solutions for n-variable function optimization problem. In PSO individuals are
called particles and the population is called a swarm. In Particle Swarm Optimization, a set of randomly generated
solutions propagates in the design space towards the optimal solution over a number of iterations based on large amount
of information about the design space that is assimilated and shared by all members of the swarm. Particle Swarm
Optimization is relatively recent heuristic method that is based on the idea of collaborative behavior and swarming in
biological populations. PSO is similar to the genetic algorithm in the sense that they are both population based search
approaches and that they both depend on information sharing among their population members to enhance their
Search process using a combination of deterministic and probabilistic rules. Getting the best solution from the problem
by taking particles and moving them around in the search space. [8].
2.4 Artificial Bee Colony
Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is an optimization algorithm based on the intelligent behavior of honey bee
foraging. The specialized bees try to maximize the nectar amount stored in the hive by performing efficient division of
labor and self-organization. The three agents in Artificial Bee Colony are:
1. The Employed Bee
2. The Onlooker Bee
3. The Scout
The employed bees are associated with the specific food sources, onlooker bees watching the dance of employed bees
within the hive to choose a food source, and scout bees searching for food sources randomly. The onlooker bees and
scout bees are unemployed bees. Initially the scout bees discover the position of all food sources, thereafter, the job of
employed bee starts. An artificial employed bee probabilistically obtains some modifications on the position in its
memory to target a new food source and find the nectar amount or the fitness value of the new source. Later, the onlooker
bee evaluates the information taken from all artificial employed bees and them chooses a final food source with the
highest probability related to its nectar number. If the fitness value of new one is higher than that of the previous one, the
bee forgets the old one and memorizes the new position. This is called as greedy selection. Then the employed bee whose
food source has been exhausted once again. In ABC, the solutions represent the food sources and the nectar quantity of
the food sources corresponds to the fitness of the associated solution. The number of the employed and the onlooker bee
is same, and the number is equal to the number of food sources.[9]
2.5 Conclusion of the literature survey
The problem of detecting and removing duplicates in data repositories is known as record de-duplication but it is also
denominated in the literature data cleaning, record linkage, and record matching More specifically, record de-duplication
consists of identifying and removing, from data repositories, records referring to the same object or entity in the real
world, even if writing styles, data types or schemas are different. Record de-duplication is a complex task whose
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treatment requires a lot of time and processing power due to the large amount of record comparisons necessary. Recently
have proposed an innovative method for record de-duplication that is based on a machine learning technique known as
Genetic Programming (GP) Through this method, records are de-duplicated using evidence extracted from the data
content to create similarity functions, generically called de-duplication functions, capable of pointing out which records
of a repository are replicas. However, despite superior results when compared to other approaches found in the literature,
machine learning techniques generally rely on a training phase in which examples for learning duplication patterns are
usually generated manually. As such, the cost and time necessary for creating the training sets make it difficult to use
such techniques in practice. The drawback of the GA is its expensive computational cost. Then next attempts to examine
the claim that PSO has the same effectiveness (finding the true global optimal solution) as the GA but with significantly
better computational efficiency (less
function evaluations) by implementing statistical analysis and formal hypothesis testing.
3. Existing System
The Genetic Programming is used for identify the duplicate data from the data repository. Here the Genetic
Programming using for Reproduction, Crossover, Reproduction these three methods are using for finding the
Duplicate data from the repository. The main disadvantage is Genetic Programming is not repeatedly used. Then Genetic
Programming is very expensive can‟t use for small amount of data repository, only used for large type of data repository.
3.1 Advantage
Genetic programming is one of the best simple algorithms for Evolutionary computing. It can be basic ideas
come from the properties of the genetic operations and natural selection system.
3.2 Disadvantage
Genetic programming approach would not be the most adequate to use. To identify the duplicate data is not
suitable for all type of dataset.
3.3 Problem Definition
Performance is low – Additional useless data demand more process timing time to answer simple question.
Data quality loss – Presence of dirty data leads to distortions in reports & misleading conclusions based on the
existing data.
Increased total cost – additional volume of useless data, investments are required on more storage media,
increasing computation processing power to keep response time levels acceptable.
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4. Proposed System
The algorithm is Particle Swarm Optimization for using record de-duplication from the data repository. The
system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by updating generations. There is no
crossover and mutation; the particles fly through the problem space the current optimum particles. The drawbacks of the
existing system can be overcome in proposed system that is features implemented. In PSO (Particle Swarm
Optimization) algorithm can be easy to perform, few parameters to adjust, Using both global and local search, efficient in
global search. The next algorithm is Artificial Bee Colony is one of newly introduced optimization algorithm. The main
features of ABC algorithm are:
1. Employed bee
2. Onlooker bee
3. Scout bee
The main objective of the employed bee is to generate the best solution, generate new set of bees. Onlooker bee
is to create one new population generation and calculated fitness value of the new solution is better than old solution, the
new solution is replaced the old solution. The problem with the abandon solution is solved with the scout bee. When an
abandon solution is discovered, then that solution is replaced with a random generated solution. The newly introduced
solution is called scout bee. The PSO and ABC algorithm is implemented in e-shopping application and thus provides
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better performance and accuracy than Genetic algorithm based technique. There is no duplicate means it will store into
the database otherwise reproduce the best individuals into the next generation population. Then select individuals will
compose the next generation with best parents. Apply the genetic operations to all individuals selected replace the
existing generation by the generated population and then assign the fitness value. Present the best individuals in the
population as the output of the evolutionary process.
5. Evolutionary Algorithm
The overall concept for the duplicate detection method it will first start to select the data set from the data base.
Mainly three methods are used crossover, selection, mutation. Then we have to calculate the fitness value for the data set,
if the dataset fitness value will be high means the data is consider as original data otherwise the data will be consider as
the duplicate data. If the duplicate data will be find out means the genetic programming method will apply to the dataset,
the genetic programming method mainly using for three method the crossover method will just swap the record then the
reproduction method will re produce the new data in data set and the mutation will be just adding their convenient for
fitness value. At last the highest fitness value will be stored into the data base
Step 1: Initialize the population (with random or user provided individuals).
Step 2: Evaluate all individuals in the present population, assigning a number of rating or fitness value to each one.
Step 3: If the termination criterion is fulfilled, then execute the last step. Otherwise continue.
Step 4: Reproduce the best n individuals into the next generation population.
Step 5: Select the m individuals that will compose the next generation with the best parents.
Step 6: Apply the genetic operations to all individuals selected. Their offspring will compose the next population.
Replace the existing generation by the generated population and go back to step 2.
Step 7: Present the best individuals in the population as the output of the evolutionary process.
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The first administrator only stored all the details from the user. The user can enter into the data storage and take
details. Suppose if any user need particular user details means enter into the administrator and register then get the
details. If user details is not match into the data storage can‟t enter into data storage and does not get the data.
5.1 First Level Data Flow For Admin
The first level of the method is first open the login form to enter the username and password if the username and
password is correct then enters into the administrator. The data storage is open to check the user detail is which country
and which state. Then the products should be buying an online method. The user can decide which category the product
needs should buy.
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Figure: 3 1 Level of Data Flow for Admin
6. Results And Discussion
Identifying and handling replicas is important to guarantee the quality of the information made available by data
intensive systems such as digital libraries and e-commerce brokers. These systems rely on consistent data to offer Highquality services, and may be affected by the existence of duplicates, quasi replicas, or near-duplicate entries in their
repositories. Thus, for this reason, there have been significant investments from private and government organizations for
developing methods for removing replicas from large data repositories. The mainly using for Genetic programming
algorithm in Genetic process automatically identifies the duplicate data.

Figure: 4 Comparisons for De-Duplication In GA, PSO, ABC
Then calculate the fitness value for the data set, if the dataset fitness value will be high means the data is
consider as original data otherwise the data will be consider as the duplicate data. If the duplicate data will be find out
means the genetic programming method will apply to the dataset, the genetic programming method mainly using for
three method the crossover method will just swap the record then the reproduction method will reproduce the new data in
data set and the mutation will be just adding their convenient for fitness value. At last the highest fitness value will be
stored into the data base. The next algorithm also can be using PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) Compared to Genetic
algorithm the PSO algorithm is best. The algorithm is Particle Swarm Optimization for using record de-duplication from
the data repository. The system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by updating
generations. There is no crossover and mutation; the particles fly through the problem space the current optimum
particles. The Artificial Bee Colony is one of the newly introduced optimization algorithm. The main features of ABC
algorithm are Employed bee, Onlooker bee, and Scout bee. The employed bee phase is to generate the best solution. The
Onlooker bee phase is to create one new population generation. The problem with the abandon solution is solved with the
scout bee phase. The algorithms are used to remove the duplicate data from the data repository. The PSO and ABC
algorithm is implemented in e-shopping application and thus provides better performance and accuracy than Genetic
algorithm based technique.
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7. Conclusion And Future Enhancement
A genetic approach to record de-duplication, our approach is able to automatically suggest de-duplication
function based on evidence present in the data repositories. The suggested functions properly combine the best evidence
available in order to identify whether two or more distinct record entries are replicas or not. Each particle keeps track of
its coordinates in the solution space which are associated with the best solution (fitness) that has achieved so far by that
particle. This value is called personal best,( pbest). Another best value that is tracked by the PSO is the best value
obtained so far by any particle in the neighborhood of that particle. This value is called ( gbest). The basic concept of
PSO lies in accelerating each particle toward its pbest and the gbest locations, with a random weighted acceleration at
each time. This can be implemented from using PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) and the next algorithm for ABC
(Artificial Bee Colony) these two algorithms can be going to be used. Then that three algorithm has been implemented
for E-Shopping. The Artificial Bee Colony is given for best results to compare the Genetic Algorithm and Particle
Swarm Optimization. The duplicate data also very low and the take very less time to remove the duplicate data in the
data repository. In future the evolutionary computing algorithm for Ant Colony can be use for de-duplication method.
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